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Main data changes from 2013
• Data from full mission (including polarization)
• Better filtering to reduce l=1800 ‘4K cooler’ feature
• Improved absolute calibration (orbital dipole)
• Improvements to beams
• Increased sky fractions
• Correlated noise identified between detsets
- Now use cross-half-mission spectra as baseline but 
only small impact on parameters
• Changes to foreground model (and no high-l 
experiments used directly now)


















































Beware: low-level systematics still in polarization spectra
Reionization from lowP



























Planck LFI(70) low-l pol.
Planck LFI(70)+WMAP9 low-l pol.
Planck 2013
⌧ = 0.078+0.019 0.019 (Planck TT+lowP; 68%)
⌧ = 0.074+0.011 0.013 (Planck TT+lowP+WP; 68%)
Consistent LCDM from T and P
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Planck TT,TE,EE+lowP • Comparable precision 
from TT or TE (EE noisy)
• TE favours lower τ, As 
(and σ8)
• Addition of polarization 
pulls TT best-fit params by 
less than 0.2σ
2013 TT+WP c.f. 2014 TT+lowP
Preliminary
Parameter 2013N(DS) 2014 TT+lowP (2013-2014)/σ(2013)
100θMC 1.04131±0.00063 1.04085±0.00047 0.7
Ωbh2 0.02205±0.00028 0.02222±0.00023 -0.6
Ωch2 0.1199±0.0027 0.1197±0.0022 0.1
H0 67.3±1.2 67.3±1.0 0
ns 0.9603±0.0073 0.9655±0.0062 -0.7
Ωm 0.315±0.017 0.315±0.013 0
σ8 0.829±0.012 0.829±0.014 0
τ 0.089±0.013 0.078±0.019 0.8












Can pull to new physics (e.g. w≠−1, mν, modified gravity) in 
LCDM extensions





















CFHTLenS `conservative’ cut 
(Heymans+ 13)+ωb+ns priors 
CMB lensing power spectrum
2.5 arcmin deflections
Coherent over several degrees
Dark params from CMB lensing
Geometric degeneracy in CMB power spectra broken by 







Main improvements over 2013
• Error bars reduced by nearly factor of two
- Twice as much T data + new polarization
• Full set of lensing estimators (TT, TE, EE, TB, EB and MV)
- Crosses between estimators give 15 Cl estimators
• SMICA component-separated maps (67.3% of sky)
• Many analysis improvements
- Improved likelihood (N(1) theory dependence, faster)
- New consistency and null tests
★ Internal consistency of T and P estimators







































































































































































3. Subtract further 
data-based estimate 
of noise bias to 
reduce sensitivity to 


























4. Subtract N(1) bias 
(further correction 
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“Conservative” likelihood uses 40≤L≤400
Curl Curl
Curl Curl Curl Curl
LCDM “lens-only” constraints






















m = 0.592± 0.021
LCDM consistency with TT

















































Pull from lensing in joint
Planck TT+lowP+lensing fit
LCDM joint constraints





































Consistent picture from TT+lensing or low-l polarization









































































ns = 0.9666± 0.0062
r0.002 < 0.11 (95%)
Model-dependent and 
C.V. limited from TT → 
BB measurements
No strong evidence for running
Preliminary






















dns/d ln k =  0.0084± 0.0082 (Planck TT+lowP; 68%)
Adiabatic fluctuations
Preliminary

















































Preference for anti-correlated isocurvature from low-l TT 




















































⌦K =  0.052+0.032 0.018 (68%; Planck TT+lowP)
⌦K =  0.0053+0.0089 0.0075 (68%; Planck TT+lowP+lensing)
⌦K =  0.0002± 0.0026 (68%; Planck TT+lowP+lensing+BAO)
Tensions revisited
Preliminary




























Planck TT+lowP +lensing +lensing+BAO ⇤CDM
CFHTLenS
+BAO
+H0+θMC
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